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INGREDIENTS OF 
RESILIENCE

Connection

Purpose

Adaptability

Hope
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Connection: a relationship in which a 
person, thing, or idea is linked or 
associated with something else.
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Encounter
sense of closeness and 

belongingness a person can 
experience when having 

supportive relationships with 
those around them

Connection Relationship
formed from a series of 

connections
Temporary or unexpected 

casual meeting



ingredients 
for “hearty 
friendship”



DISCUSS:
• What are your ingredients for 

healthy connections, relationships 
or friendships? 

• How are they different in the 
workplace?



Connection 
Matters
In its 85 years and counting, 
the Harvard Study of Adult 
Development has found that 
personal connections are the 
most important factor in long-
term health and happiness.

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/10/85-year-harvard-study-found-
the-secret-to-a-long-happy-and-successful-life.html



• The researchers gathered health records from 724 participants from all over the world and asked 
detailed questions about their lives at two-year intervals.

• FINDINGS: Positive relationships keep us happier, healthier, and help us live longer. Period.

• The No. 1 key to a happy life: 'Social fitness'

• Relationships affect us physically. Ever notice the invigoration you feel when you believe someone has 
really understood you during a good conversation? Or a lack of sleep during a period of romantic strife?

https://apple.news/AA_bALv1ER_uwgZSKke3nBQ


In our relational lives, there are seven keystones of 

support:

1. Safety and security: Who would you call if 

you woke up scared in the middle of the 

night? Who would you turn to in a moment of 

crisis?

2. Learning and growth: Who encourages you 

to try new things, to take chances, to pursue 

your life's goals?

3. Emotional closeness and confiding: Who 

knows everything (or most things) about you? 

Who can you call on when you're feeling low 

and be honest with about how you're feeling?

Seven "Keystones" of 
support



4. Identity affirmation and shared experience: Is 

there someone in your life who has shared many 

experiences with you and who helps you 

strengthen your sense of who you are?

5. Romantic intimacy: Do you feel satisfied with 

the amount of romantic intimacy in your life? 

6. Help (both informational and practical): Who 

do you turn to if you need some expertise or help 

solving a practical problem (e.g., planting a tree, 

fixing your WiFi connection). 

7. Fun and relaxation: Who makes you laugh? 

Who do you call to see a movie or go on a road trip 

with who makes you feel connected and at ease?

Seven Keystones cont. 



• Robert Waldinger, MD, is a professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development, and director of Psychodynamic 
Therapy at Massachusetts General Hospital. He is a practicing psychiatrist and also a Zen master and author of "The Good Life." Follow Robert on Twitter 
@robertwaldinger.

• Marc Shulz, PhD, is the associate director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development, and a practicing therapist with postdoctoral training in health and clinical 
psychology at Harvard Medical School. He is also the author of "The Good Life."



• Credit and Responsibility

• Opportunities for others to 

learn and grow

A note 
about 
healthy 
boundaries



How do healthy boundaries play a role 

in healthy connections with coworkers?
1

How can you leverage your shared 

experiences of doing crisis or 

behavioral health support work to 

increase your personal connections?
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Consider the Seven Keystones: outside of romantic 

intimacy, which do you feel can and should be a 

focus for active development in your workplace?  

Safety & Security, Learning & Growth, Emotional 

Closeness & Confiding, Identity Affirmation & 

Shared Experience, Help (informational and 

pratical) and Fun & Relaxation)
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DISCUSS

In the 
workplace:



Top three ideas for developing 
stronger connections

Work on Communication

Engage in active listening, 

check in regularly, reach 

out to others, express 

empathy. 

Develop Insight & 

Awareness

Being aware of your internal (and 

external) states; how you express 

yourself, how you approach others, 

and how regulated you are, or what 

to do when you are disregulated. 

Express Gratitude & Appreciation

Quite simply one of the easiest 

ways to enhance connection; 

Saying "thank you"  in a way 

that is meaningful to the 

recipient. 





THANKS!
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